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MOTHER TO SON JOURNAL 6" x 9" 135 PAGES CREAM PAPER FOR MOM TO WRITE LETTERS & NOTES TO THEIR SONS IDEAL GIFT FOR NEW MOTHERS OR MOTHERS-TO-BE This volume of Mother Son Journal contains 135 pages of lined paper appropriate for journal entries and specially designed for moms to put thoughts and feelings onto paper meant for their sons. It is part of a series that comes in separate volumes with covers of different colors/designs to match your personal preference. (NOTE: The interior of books in this series are all exactly
the same.) Each volume contains: 135 pages cream paper Trim size 6" x 9" Good quality paper Soft, sturdy matte cover Book covers available in colors that include the following: Vol. 1 ISBN: 9781094748078 Vol. 2 ISBN: 9781094748252 Vol. 3 ISBN: 9781094748658 The books can easily be located using the ISBN (ASIN) numbers provided. Just type (or copy & paste) the numbers onto the Amazon search bar and you would be able to find the books.
This book of twelve prompted letters invites parents to share memories, love, and words of wisdom with a son of any age. Once filled out, postdated, and sealed, these letters will become a truly special keepsake.
Boys, in general, have a hard time opening up about the little details of their lives. Can you imagine what it would be like to really connect with them? It would be amazing toget more than a one-word response and go beyond 'yes' or 'no' answers, hear what's really in their heart and what they are proud of or struggling with, and feel, deep in your core, that you are preparing your boys for the challenges they will face as men. The Mother and Son Journal was designed to make those wants a reality for you and your boys.This journal will help to increase the bond
between a mother and son as they pass the journal back and forth answering a variety of fun questions that go beyond yes or no answers. Your son will love hearing what your favorite thing about him is or how you handled a difficult situation when you were his age. And I guarantee he has questions that he would like answered, but doesn't know how to ask. Our sons grow up very quickly and are out the door before we are ready. This Mother and Son Journal will be a treasure to you both as you look back at your answers long after the book is complete. As the years
go by, you may find that your sons have moved beyond the answers of fine or good and your bond will be something that you treasure and hold dear for the rest of your lives.
With the same brilliant combination of humor and warmth she brought to bestseller Bird by Bird, Anne Lamott gives us a smart, funny, and comforting chronicle of single motherhood. It’s not like she’s the only woman to ever have a baby. At thirty-five. On her own. But Anne Lamott makes it all fresh in her now-classic account of how she and her son and numerous friends and neighbors and some strangers survived and thrived in that all important first year. From finding out that her baby is a boy (and getting used to the idea) to finding out that her best friend and
greatest supporter Pam will die of cancer (and not getting used to that idea), with a generous amount of wit and faith (but very little piousness), Lamott narrates the great and small events that make up a woman’s life. "Lamott has a conversational style that perfectly conveys her friendly, self-depricating humor." -- Los Angeles Times Book Review "Lamott is a wonderfully lithe writer .... Anyone who has ever had a hard time facing a perfectly ordinary day will identify." -- Chicago Tribune
Mom and Son Journal
Mom and Son Journal / Mom Memory Journal / Keepsake Journal / Great Gift an Mother's Day for Women, Mom and Grandma
Mom and Son Journals for Teenage Boys, Mommy and Me Journal for Boys, Mother Son Journal Pass Back and Fourth, Between You and Me Journal
Between Dad and Me
Mom & Son Journal: Teen and Tween Edition: Pass Back and Forth
Churchill & Son
Mother/Daughter Pass Back-And-Forth Journal
Mother/Son Pass Back-And-Forth Journal
A one-of-a-kind journal for the mother & son who crave a rule-free, creative way to connect with each other. This engaging prompt journal is the perfect tool to build mother-son relationships. Kids can record memories, swap stories, compare perspectives, and explore common and unique interests with their moms! Interactive lists and letters back and forth invite both mom and son to reflect, write, and doodle about topics timely to their lives as kids, build self-confidence, and improve their penmanship.
A beautiful journal filled with thought-provoking prompts for mothers to answer in addictive list form. Children will cherish their mothers memories and wisdom for generations to come. Look Inside Book (click on below link) http: //ulyssespress.com/pgw/For_My_Children.pdf
Deepen your faith and strengthen your parent-child relationship with this interactive journal and devotional for mothers and sons. This devotional is a great way to share the Christian faith with your son, and strengthen your bond with both him and the Lord. Perfect to share with sons who are between the ages of 6 and 12, The Mother and Son Prayer Journal includes space for both you and your child to write your thoughts and ideas, discussion questions, and suggestions for how to learn and grow in faith together. Inside you’ll find: Biblical excerpts and stories Thoughtful questions and blank lines for personal answers Prayers to say together And much more! This wonderful keepsake
is sure to be a great way for parents and children to grow closer together through the love of Christ and create a meaningful, one-of-a-kind personal memento to treasure over a lifetime.
Just between us, mother and son journal are a memory book specifically designed for women. This layout of this notebook allows you to document your thoughts, successes, mistakes, and goals. Capture a lifetime of priceless memories all in this one scrapbook like a notebook. A keepsake to pass down for years to come. A Keepsake Journal of Stories and Memories, a perfect gift for Mother's Day. Each day, write down three to five things that you are grateful for in this journal for moms and turn your ordinary moments into blessings. Romantic diary for a woman. Perfect mom journal for her. Great gift an Mother's Day for mom and grandma. A keepsake journal to last a lifetime
and a unique, romantic gift for girl, women, mom, and grandma.
A Journal of My Son's First Son
Questions You'll Wish You Asked
Just Mom and Me
Our Story, for My Son
Our Back-And-Forth Journal
A No-stress, No-rules Journal
Between Mom and Me: a Guided Journal for Mother and Son
Mom I Want to Hear Your Story

Mommy & Son: Mom & My Boy, Prompted Journal to Get to Know You & Your Son Better, Journal for Boys and Moms Would you like to know what your son might say if he was prompted to write about: Have you ever wondered if your son likes a robot? Or mad at you sometime! Find out in this pass back and forth journal filled with writing prompts and notes you can share. A shared journal for mothers and sons o bond Pages of writing prompts to get to know another on a whole new level Blanked Lists that you guys can create and
do together Over 120 pages, 6x9 inch, excellent and thick binding Durable white paper Sleek, matte-finished cover.
'A compelling tragedy, but one which casts valuable new light on the outsized human dimensions of both men ... Agonising but excellent' The Telegraph 'In this fascinating account of the turbulent Churchill father-and-son relationship, Josh Ireland shows how central Winston and Randolph were to each other's lives' Andrew Roberts Few fathers and sons can ever have been so close as Winston Churchill and his only son Randolph. Both showed flamboyant impatience, reckless bravery, and generosity of spirit. The glorious and
handsome Randolph was a giver and devourer of pleasure, a man who exploded into rooms, trailing whisky tumblers and reciting verbatim whole passages of classic literature. But while Randolph inherited many of his fathers' talents, he also inherited all of his flaws. Randolph was his father only more so: fiercer, louder, more out of control. Hence father and son would be so very close, and so liable to explode at each other. Winston's closest ally during the wilderness years of the 1930s, Randolph would himself become a war hero,
serving with the SAS in the desert and Marshal Tito's guerrillas in Yugoslavia, a friend of press barons and American presidents alike, and a journalist with a 'genius for uncovering secrets', able to secure audiences with everyone from Kaiser Wilhelm to General Franco and Guy Burgess. But Randolph's political career never amounted to anything. As much as he idolised Winston and never lost faith in his father during the long, solitary years of Winston's decline, he was never able to escape from the shadow cast by Britain's great
hero. In his own eyes, and most woundingly of all his father's, his life was a failure. Winston, ever consumed by his own sense of destiny, allowed his own ambitions to take priority over Randolph's. The world, big as it was, only had space for one Churchill. Instead of the glory he believed was his birthright, Randolph died young, his body rotted by resentment and drink, before he could complete his father's biography. A revealing new perspective on the Churchill myth, this intimate story reveals the lesser-seen Winston Churchill:
reading Peter Rabbit books to his children, admonishing Eton schoolmasters and using decanters and wine glasses to re-fight the Battle of Jutland at the table. Amid a cast of personalities who defined an era - PG Wodehouse, Nancy Astor, The Mitfords, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, Lord Beaverbrook, William Randolph Hearst, Oswald Mosley, Graham Greene, Duff and Diana Cooper, the Kennedys, Charlie Chaplin, and Lloyd George - Churchill & Son is the lost story of a timeless father-son relationship.
This little book is a beautiful gift for your Son. It has fill in the blank lines to describe why your Son is the greatest. You can easily complete each line and produce this entirely unique gift that your Son will treasure forever. With 25 prompts there are not too many to make it hard to fill out - just the right amount to show your love and appreciation, and maybe bring a tear to your Son's eye! This book is perfect for Christmas or Birthdays, as it will be an amazing gift for your Son that he will treasure forever.
A one-of-a-kind journal for the father & son who crave a rule-free, creative way to connect with each other. This engaging prompt journal is the perfect tool to build father-son relationships. Kids can record memories, swap stories, compare perspectives, and explore common and unique interests with their dads! Interactive lists and letters back and forth invite both dad and son to reflect, write, and doodle about topics timely to their lives as kids, build self-confidence, and improve their penmanship.
Letters to My Son as I Watch You Grow - Modern Marble Journal to Write In
A Father-Son Journal
Dear Mom, from You to Me
Power Moms
A Shared Journal Adventure
A Mother-Daughter Journal
Some Assembly Required
A Mother's Journal of Memories, Wishes and Wisdom
Our Story is a gift journal available in two beautiful designs - for my daughter and for my son - inspiring parents to capture the unique story of childhood, from early baby memories through to the eighteenth year together.
This fun interactive journal will turn small bits of free time into a way for Mom and Son to have some fun and find out more about each other! Through light-hearted activities, learn about one another's interests, views, and more. It's a creative way to spend screen-free time together! Covers all kinds of topics. Provides space for open-ended comments, complaints, compliments, and more. Use it to create a fun keepsake of this moment in time. (And maybe even foster a lifetime writing habit!) 96
fun, guided, and easy to-use pages. Archival/acid-free paper helps preserve your thoughts. Includes two ribbon bookmarks: on for you, one for your son. Inside back cover pocket holds notes, mementos, and more. Sturdy hardcover binding. For sons ages 8-12. Journal measures 6-1/4'' wide x 8-1/4'' high.
Between Mom and MeA Mother-Son JournalSourcebooks Jabberwocky
What's one thing that scares your son?What's the craziest thing your mom has ever done? Find out in this guided mom and son journal, filled with writing prompts, games, doodling activities and more. Pass back & forth journal for moms and teenage sons to strengthen their bonds. Over 100+ pages Create your own bucket list Put together a list of movies to watch together Play a few games of hangman or tic tac toe Write letters Guided writing prompts 9x6
Guided Grief Prompts Journal Memory Book For Grieving And Processing The Death Of An Older Or Younger Son Workbook Blue Heart Design Soft Cover
Mom and Teen
Mom, I Want to Hear Your Story
A Conversation Journal for You and Your Son
How Executive Mothers Navigate Work and Life
A Conversation Journal for You and Your Daughter
Letters to My Son
Mother & Son

***** Please checkout my other books at Pedro Press author page, Thank You ***** Father to Son journal, for Moms to write letters and notes to their sons. Ideal gift for Grandmothers, Step-Mothers, New Mothers or Moms to be. Letters to my Son is the perfect keepsake Notebook from a Parent to their Son. Create an heirloom piece by leaving advice, thoughts and memories for your child. Ideas: Milestones, as they are growing up (Funny things that happened or they said Your emotions and thoughts as your Son grows and changes Letters of advice for the future How you remember your own Childhood
challenges This book would make for an amazing keepsake record of your thoughts and feelings over the years of your son growing up. Give as a gift at a Milestone in his life, Birthday, College, Graduation OR when he becomes a Father himself. This is a unique, original gift as it comes from your heart.
A retired Wall Street Journal editor and mother compares two generations of women—boomers and GenXers—to examine how each navigates the emotional and professional challenges involved in juggling managerial careers and families. For the first time in American history, a significant number of mothers are heading major corporations, including General Motors, Ulta Beauty, and Best Buy. Over the past several decades, women have made gains throughout executive suites. Yet these “Power Moms” still struggle with balancing their management responsibilities with raising children. Joann S. Lublin draws on
the experiences of the nation’s two generations of these successful women to measure how far we’ve come—and how far we still need to go. Lublin combines her own insights with those of eighty-five executive mothers across industries—including experienced public-company chiefs such as Carol Bartz, the first woman to command Autodesk and Yahoo; Hershey’s Michele Buck, DuPont’s Ellen Kullman, ITT’s Denise Ramos, and WW International’s Mindy Grossman—and twenty-five of their grown daughters. Lublin reveals how trailblazer boomers, many now in their sixties, often endured sweeping disapproval for
their demanding management careers, even as their own daughters sometimes rejected their choices. While the second wave of executive mothers—all under forty-five—handle working parenthood with less angst, they still lead stressful lives. Power Moms provides lessons and advice to help today’s professional women, their families, and their employers navigate this challenging terrain. Lublin looks at the trade-offs mothers are too often forced to make between work and family and the root causes, including the dearth of large-scale paid parental leave and other family-friendly policies. While it celebrates the
gains women have made, Power Moms makes clear how much more must be done to make being a working mother easier.
I love Mom's Journal It's time to truly hear your mother's whole story--here, following carefully curated questions to delve into vivid details, mothers everywhere are invited to recount the beliefs, traditions, and treasured moments that have made them who they are today. This engaging prompt journal is the perfect tool to build mother-daughter relationships. Kids can record memories, swap stories, compare perspectives, and explore common and unique interests with their moms! Interactive lists and letters back and forth invite both mom and daughter to reflect, write, and doodle about topics timely to their lives as
kids, build self-confidence, and improve their penmanship. The perfect gift to give to moms this Mother's Day
Are you a boy mom that wants to keep the communication open with your son? Finally! A Mother and Son journal - Mom and Teen: For Mothers and Sons to share and it includes activities and coloring pages, guided prompts and provides plenty of free space for writing about whatever comes to your mind. With everything going on in the world today we need more open communication with our sons, this back and forth journal is a beautiful reminder of important discussions that are needed. Celebrate, empower and educate. Like any relationship your bond between you and your child grows deeper when you are
able to spend more time exclusively with them. This mother son journal celebrates the joy of motherhood by encouraging a strong mother and son bond. Stay in the know of what's going on with your son while also keeping him feeling loved and accepted. Take a little time to share special moments together and focus on Mom and Teen. Paperback with gloss finish cover design Printed on bright white paper Large format 6" x 9" pages Line Journal with activities
Create and Connect Side by Side
A Mother's Guided Journal to Share Her Life & Her Love (Floral Cover)
Mother Son Journal
My SON's Battle, is MY Battle
Lined Notebook for Mom Or Dad to Write In - Marble Texture
A Keepsake Devotional to Share and Connect Through God
From Me to You (Daughter)
This stunning mother and son journal is packed full of new shared activities with insightful questions, prompts, drawings, lists and lots of free writing space which is guaranteed to help you strengthen the bond between a mother and son.
LETTERS TO SON NOTEBOOK 6" x 9" 125 PAGES WHITE JOURNAL PAPER FOR MOTHERS OR FATHERS TO WRITE LETTERS & NOTES TO THEIR SONS IDEAL GIFT FOR NEW PARENTS OR PARENTS-TO-BE This volume of Letters to Son Journal contains lined paper appropriate for journal entries and specially designed for moms or dads to put thoughts and feelings onto paper meant for their sons. It is part of a series that comes in separate volumes with covers of different colors/designs to match your personal preference. (NOTE: The interior of books in this series
are all exactly the same.) Each volume contains: 125 pages white paper Trim size 6" x 9" Good quality paper Soft, sturdy matte cover Book now available in colors/designs include the following: Vol. 1 ISBN: 9781072618676 Vol. 2 ISBN: 9781072619543 Vol. 3 ISBN: 9781072621027 Vol. 4 ISBN: 9781072621720 The books can easily be located using the ISBN (ASIN) numbers provided. Just type (or copy & paste) the numbers onto the Amazon search bar and you would be able to find the books.
This light-hearted and engaging journal will bring Mom and teen son closer together through painless (promise!) easy, fun questions! An equal mix of fun and thoughtful questions for mom and teen to answer. No essays or long answers required! Questions are all fill-in-the-blank, checklists or multiple choice. All are engaging, quick and easy. Do you think you know your teen son? Questions include: Does your son believe in Karma? Love at first sight? What skills will help him in a Zombie apocalypse? What world problem would he solve if he was in charge for the day?
Can you predict what qualities he hopes for in his future career? What is he most worried about right now? What things do you say annoy him the most? Take turns answering questions, or just pick up and read aloud and answer and discuss. Teen-tested...this journal is guaranteed to create discussion, have a little fun and do a bit of bonding. This light-hearted journal is a painless way for a teen son to share his thoughts with his mom. Makes a great gift for Mom. Also perfect for a long car ride, vacations or even while at the dinner table.
Losing someone you love dearly like a son can be a difficult situation to deal with mentally and emotionally. This guided prompts workbook journal hopes to provide a way to express those thoughts on paper and create a memory book to cherish the memories, as well as, help with the healing process Up to 40 prompt questions to help recall and reflect on sentimental memories about your son Lined paper to write down your thoughts, as well as, stick photos on it too Additional lined paper for more content A front page to personalize with a message or journal's owner
name 6" x 9" / Half size Glossy softcover
A Mother and Her Son
A Mother-Son Journal
A Time Capsule Journal for Mothers and Daughters
Mom and Me: An Art Journal to Share
A Back and Forth Journal for Mother and Son
Letters to My Son Lined Journal - Keepsake Notebook for Moms, Step-Moms, Grand Mothers to Record the Different Stages of Their Boys Life as He Grows.
A Mother - Son Journal
Just for You and Me

A one-of-a-kind journal for the mother & daughter who crave a rule-free, creative way to connect with each other. This engaging prompt journal is the perfect tool to build mother-daughter relationships. Kids can record memories, swap stories, compare perspectives, and explore common and unique interests with their moms! Interactive lists and letters back and forth invite both mom and daughter to reflect, write, and doodle about topics timely to their lives as kids, build self-confidence, and improve their penmanship.
Would you like to know what your son might say if he was prompted to write about:- "One of My Funniest Memories in Life..."- "Some of My Heroes Are..."- "My Favorite Homemade Meals Are..."- "Three Things That I Know Are True..."- "Today I Feel Like Telling You About..."- "My Favorite Family Traditions Are ..."- "A Scripture That Gives Me Strength..."- "Some of the Best Advice I Have Ever Been Given..."- "15 Things I Want to Do With You" - A Bucket List- " I Feel Close to God When..."This mother/son journal has over 100
writing prompts to help you use writing, doodling, and drawing to strengthen your relationship and create a lasting treasure together. There are duplicate or complimentary prompts for both mother and son, so after one writes he or she can leave the journal on a desk, bed, or other place for the other to find, read, and then respond to his or her own prompt. The prompts are a combination of silly, fun, insightful, as well as opportunities to leave lasting counsel for your son to remember.Mother/Daughter version also available on
Amazon.
Note: to preview the interior please use the "Look Inside" feature on a computer browser - - - - - - - - - - - - "If you love to swear and love all things cute, you'll adore this PLANNER." Life Gift ideas... Mother and son journal is the best way to create a special foundation for a relationship that could last for a lifetime. You can both record memories, tell stories, and compare the perspective and points of view on different topics. All about me journal is a way to invite both mothers and sons to reflect, and build self-confidence and
improve the relation. Mom and me journal is the perfect filled-love gift for both mother and son. Whether on mother's day, or anniversary for her or him, in general, a perfect present of all occasions. It allows you to be connecting with those you love in all new-ways. What still you waiting for!!! Get your own now and enjoy building a special and amazing relation with your son or your mother.
Do You Crave Deeper Conversation with Your Son? Amid the flurry of family life, communication can become all about daily survival, leaving little room for the kind of talk that draws you and your son closer together. Are you looking for more opportunities for meaningful moments with your child? This unique conversation journal provides a simple, straightforward way to ask questions to prompt important conversations with your son that might not otherwise occur encourage him with positive words he can read over and over
connect with him—and not feel guilty for missing those opportunities record his thoughts in a keepsake journal learn what he has been thinking on a deeper level mentor him as he learns to express herself through writing journal your own thoughts—a great life habit you can start now As you and your son pass this journal back and forth, you’ll experience connecting conversations, a renewed relationship and joy-filled journaling. Get started today!
I Love Mom's Journal
Like Mother, Like Daughter Journal (2nd Edition)
Mom and Son Journals, (6 X 9) Inches in Size, Boys, Men, Women, Girls, Kids, Parent Child Bonding Activity, (a Memory a Day for Moms)
Operating Instructions
What I Love about My Son
Mommy & My Son: Mom & Boy, Prompted Journal to Get to Know You & Your Son Better, Journal for Boys and Moms
Missing You Son
Just Dad and Me
Would you like to know what your daughter might say if she was prompted to write about:- "One of My Funniest Memories in Life..."- "What I Hope My Future Husband is Like..."- "My Favorite Homemade Meals Are..."- "Three Things That I Know Are True..."- "Today I Feel Like Telling You About..."- "Some of My Life Dreams..."- "A Scripture That Gives Me Strength..."- "Some of the Best Advice I Have Ever Been Given..."- "15 Things I Want to Do With You" - A Bucket List- " I Feel Close to God When..."This mother/daughter
journal has over 100 writing prompts to help you use writing, doodling, and drawing to strengthen your relationship and create a lasting treasure together. There are duplicate or complimentary prompts for both mother and daughter, so after one writes she can leave the journal for the other to find, read, and then respond to a prompt of her choice. The prompts are a combination of silly, fun, insightful and meaningful and provide opportunities to leave lasting counsel for your daughter to remember.Mother/Son
version also available on Amazon.
This journal deepens the mother/daughter bond while creating a keepsake for when conversation is no longer possible.With journaling questions for Mom such as:"What have you learned from heartbreak?""Is there a book you hope I'll read?""When you're gone, what is something you'll want me to remember you saying?"These questions will transport you from the daily routine into a time when the ordinary has been rendered sacred. Whether you're a parent looking to leave a legacy to your child, or a child
recording memories of your parent, make time for the questions you'll later wish you asked: your future self will thank you.Commonly asked: who is this journal for?The journal provides over 100 questions for a mother to answer for her daughter. It makes a perfect baby shower gift for a new mother of a baby girl, keepsake gift for an aging mother or daughter, and thoughtful present for mothers and daughters of all stages in between. Some daughters sit with their parents and fill out the journal while asking the
questions: this invites thoughtful conversations, generational connection, and intimacy. Others choose to purchase the journal for themselves, fill it out, and later present it as a gift to their daughters.This journal can be an especially thoughtful gift for a mother who has lost her own mother; the "motherless" mother often deeply recognizes the importance of recording thoughts and memories for her children.
OneFam's interactive father-son journal enables you to release the power of your family story. This stunning father and son journal is packed full of shared activities with insightful questions, prompts, drawings, lists and lots of free writing space which is sure to strengthen the bond between a father and son. Discuss everything from early memories to growing up to feelings about life's situations and interests. A wonderfully fun and simple way for a father and son to learn about each other on a much deeper level.
Interactive father and son journal to communicate back and forth Over 65 joint activities Guided prompts and questions explore dreams, interests, and thoughts Shared fun activities to strengthen father-son relationship Beautifully designed illustrations to make this a beautiful lasting present Great communication tool Acid-free paper to preserve your memories for a lifetime 6in * 9in, 144 pages
New design inside and out! Gorgeous covers feature a beautiful floral pattern on a matte ivory background, embellished with gold foil accents. Pattern is repeated throughout the interior. This appealing journal lets mothers and daughters spend time together, get to know each other better, and have fun, too. Easy prompts allow them to share favorites, wishes, pet peeves, much more. Compare family memories, plan the perfect trip, dream about the future, tell each other a story, plan time together, and record what
you did! End up with a shared chapter in the story of your lives to enjoy again and again! Start or reinforce a lifelong journaling habit. Journal is written by a mother-daughter team. For daughters ages 9 and up, with their moms. Acid-free archival paper helps preserve memories. 6-1/4'' wide x 8-1/4'' high. 160 pages.
From Me to You (Son)
Between Mom and Me
An Interactive Journal for Mother and Son
A Journal of My Son's First Year
Just Between Us - Mother & Son
For My Children
Prompted Fill in the Blank Book Journal ¦ Sentimental Gift for Your Son ¦ Easily Write the Reasons Why You Love Your Son
Mother and Son Journal
A book that draws mother and child closer together. Mom and Me: An Art Journal to Share is a full-color art journal for moms and kids to color and draw together. Designed to be a sharing experience, mom and child can write each other letters, draw what scares them, imagine what they want to be when they are grown up, color a scene using only one favorite color, and more. The journal is
filled with fun hand-lettering and artwork from Bethany Robertson along with creative prompts from licensed art therapist Lacy Mucklow. It is intended to maximize quality time and conversation between mom and child - a way to communicate without interrogation, prodding, or all the other ineffective methods for learning about your child. It's for those moms who want to hear more about a
child's day, what happened, how they felt, their thoughts, etc. Lacy Mucklow will offer up the best ways to communicate with a child through creating together: how to start an open conversation with your child, questions you can ask that will help generate thoughtful responses, and how to tailor the quality time so it's still fun and engaging for your child. This art journal has 50 fullcolor spreads to color, fill in, draw, and more. Each spread has a creative prompt or another exercise for mom and child to fill out together.
Award-winning 'from you to me' Journals of a Lifetime are the perfect gift for every loved-one, for every occasion, for all the family. Each journal contains around 60 fun and inspiring questions carefully designed to inspire your family to enjoy telling their story, to help you find out amazing things about them.
Do You Crave Deeper Conversation with Your Daughter? Amid the flurry of family life, communication can become all about daily survival, leaving little room for the kind of talk that draws you and your daughter closer together. Are you looking for more opportunities for meaningful moments with your child? This unique conversation journal provides a simple, straightforward way to ask
questions to prompt important conversations with your daughter that might not otherwise occur encourage her with positive words she can read over and over connect with her—and not feel guilty for missing those opportunities record her thoughts in a keepsake journal learn what she has been thinking on a deeper level mentor her as she learns to express herself through writing journal your
own thoughts—a great life habit you can start now As you and your daughter pass this journal back and forth, you’ll experience connecting conversations, a renewed relationship and joy-filled journaling. Get started today!
This Mother And Son Journal is an amazing new journal that helps every mom and son enjoy a fun and creative way to build a closer relationship with one another. Use this journal with thoughtful prompts, playful challenges and awesome activities to build a tighter bond with your child! This entertaining prompted journal is the right tool to build your mother-son relationship. Your son can
record his memories, swap stories about his life, compare their views on growing up with you, and explore common or unique interests with their mother! Playful interactive lists, letters back and forth, and interactive stories invite both mom & son to think, write, and doodle about topics for their past and future, build up self-confidence and improve their penmanship and writing.
Quality Time WIth Your Child: Answering these interesting fun questions, doodling and creating stories together helps build a unique one of a kind bond where you and your son can open up to each other and explore feelings through activities. Connect with each other: Easily create conversations with your son which makes it fun to use the journal to explore topics about getting older, and
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explore each other's dreams and trials. Easily compare each other's views: which enables your son to learn, what were you like when you were my age? And you to learn things like: What do you
Perfect for times where you'll spend long periods together like car rides, vacations or when you're home together for an extended time. This Mother And Son Journal is for every mom who needs
about how they feel growing up and what is going on in their life. What makes this even worse is the fact that you know many parents struggle to have meaningful conversations between parents
nightmare! But luckily for you, there's now a solution! So, if you're a mom, who really wants to connect with their son, but worries that they can't because they are getting older, this "Mom
Son To Give To Moms On Mother's Day- Order Now!
A Father - Son Journal
Fun, Prompted Journal to Get to Know Your Teen Son Better
Mother Son Journal | Mommy and Me Journal | Keepsake Journal Gift
Love, Mom and Me
Letters to Son Journal
Mom Appreciation Gift
(Gifts for Boys 8-12, Journals for Boys, Unique Mothers Day Gifts, Mothers Day, Motherhood Books)
The Mother and Son Prayer Journal

want to be when you get older?
to connect with their son, but
and their children as they get
and Son Journal" is the answer

Do you ever feel pressured or uncomfortable around me or others? Makes a great gift for moms: Fill this journal out with your mother, and surprise and delight her.
worries they may be getting older and not interested in spending time with you.. Here's a huge problem you face right now. It's getting your son to open up and talk
older! Which means you may feel like your son is drifting away. Peer pressure, new friends and puberty can make trying to have a closer relationship with one another a
you've been looking for! Now is the best time for you to create a keepsake that you will be able to record and revisit these precious memories! The Perfect Gift From A

From the New York Times bestselling author of Bird by Bird, Hallelujah Anyway, and Almost Everything “If there is a doyenne of the parenting memoir, it would be Anne Lamott.”—Time In Some Assembly Required, Anne Lamott enters a new and unexpected chapter in her own life: grandmotherhood. Stunned to learn that her son, Sam, is about to become a father at nineteen, Lamott begins a journal about the first year of her grandson Jax’s life. In careful and often hilarious detail, Lamott and Sam—about whom she first wrote so movingly in Operating Instructions—struggle to balance their changing roles. By turns poignant and funny,
honest and touching, Some Assembly Required is the true story of how the birth of a baby changes a family—as this book will change everyone who reads it.
Have you ever asked your son about his day and received only a one-word response? Communication between mothers and sons can sometimes be hard--but this beautiful journal gives them a chance to connect and learn more about each other. Each page is filled with activities and questions for parent or child to complete that will open a loving discussion about experiences, treasured memories, favorite foods and movies, and more.
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